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Gear Cutters

Tiger-Coat Spline Broach

y Features
a Coating is only applied to the tooth face. In comparison to full coating, this results in
lowering cutting resistance, reducing problems with surface finish and unstable
dimensions.

Nitride oxidation

TiN coating

Comparison of property with various type of surface treatment of a spline broach
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Gear Cutters

Tiger-Coat Spline Broach
y Machining Example
Gear Dimension
Module

1.0

Pressure angle

45°

Number of teeth

21

Cutting length

95 mm

Workpiece

JIS STKM15A

Broach Dimension
Outside dia

22.8 mm

Overall length

1120 mm

Result
Conventional broach (Nitride oxidation)
Conventional broach (TiN)
Tiger-Coat broach

Adhesion on the tooth face is caused on at 400 ─ 1000 qty/reg.
Broaching is impossible due to over cutting force.
Broaching is stably possible at 1500 ─ 2000 qty/reg.

For Your Safety
aDon't handle inserts and chips without gloves. aPlease use safety covers and wear safety glasses. aWhen using compounded cutting oils, please take fire precautions. aWhen using rotating tools,
please make a trial run to check run-out, vibration and abnormal sounds etc. Ensure that the insert is correctly set in its location pocket. aBefore use, ensure that the tool setup and various settings
(machining programme, etc) on the machine are suited to the tool specifications.
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